We show that times of spikes can be very precise. In the cerebral cortex, where each nerve cell is affected by thousands of others, it is the common belief that the exact time of a spike is random up to an averaged firing rate over tens of milliseconds. In a brain slice, precise time relations of several neurons have been observed. It remained unclear whether this phenomenon can also be observed in brains of behaving animals. Here we show, in behaving monkeys, that time intervals between spikes, measured in correspondence to a specific behavior, may be controlled to within the milliseconds range.
1) Introduction
As known, most nerve cells in the brain communicate with each other by standard pulses called action potentials (or spikes). In the cerebral cortex, where each nerve cell is affected by thousands of others (1, 2), The common belief, so far, is that each neuron represents one aspect of the mental processes not by precise firing time, but by elevating its firing rate (3). However, if time relations among different neurons could be precisely controlled and read out, complex representations could be built from simpler ones efficiently and very fast (4) (5) (6) . In a brain slice, precise time relations among several neurons have been observed (7) . Could this phenomenon be also observed in brains of behaving animals? We use here data-mining techniques and rigorous statistic testing to test how precise are time intervals between spikes of different neurons. We show, in behaving monkeys, that when time intervals between spikes of different neurons are measured in correspondence to a specific behavior, timing may be controlled to the milliseconds range with the best case reaching 0.5 ms.
2) Experiments Description and Drawings Analysis
In our experiments single unit activity was recorded from 8 microelectrodes inserted into the motor and pre-motor cortices of a monkey while it was freely scribbling. Spike data analysis was carried for two sets of measurements. In the first set (consisting of 3 experimental days), time resolution of recording was 1ms, while in the second set (consisting of 5 other days) it was 0.1ms. Repeated scribbling paths were extracted by data-mining algorithms (8, 9) . These paths are called drawing components. In a typical day there are 12 to 25 such drawing components. Figure 1 illustrates the monkey's drawings and two simple drawing components. Figure 1 . Examples for two drawing components. 30 seconds of drawing is shown in each box. The hand position was sampled 100 times per second (dots in the drawing). The monkey mostly drew in a counter clockwise direction. Scale bar is 50 mm. a, Occurrences of the drawing component: "transitions of drawing direction from a range of 180º-210º to a range of 210º-240º" are marked by thicker dots. b, Occurrences of the drawing component: "transitions of drawing velocity from a range of 20-30 cm/sec to a range of 10-20 cm/sec" are marked by thicker dots.
3) The Main Idea
To determine whether there are any precise timing relations between the spikes of two neurons and the drawing, we selected a time slice before the start of each drawing component. For a given pair of neurons, we counted how many times a spike in the first neuron was followed by a spike in the second neuron within each of 50 particular time intervals. For the first set of measurements, these intervals were: 0-1 ms, 2-3 ms… 98-99 ms and for the second set they were: 0-0.9ms, 1-1.9ms, 2-2.9ms… 49-49.9ms. The interval that repeated the largest number of times was hypothesized to show precise firing times in relation to this particular drawing component. For example, the interval 90-91 ms between neuron #1 from electrode 8 (noted by 8.1) and neuron #2 from electrode 1 (noted by 1.2) repeated 372 times within the time window 400ms to 100ms prior to the drawing component that was illustrated in Fig. 1 .b. 62 of these repetitions are depicted in Figure 2 (uniformly distributed such that 1 of each 6 is shown). The drawing component itself occurred 1324 times in the data, so that 25% of its occurrences were preceded by that neural component. Figure 2 shows one of the relations between a certain drawing component and a certain pair of neurons in this recording day. Are these 372 occurrences random? To assess the probability of chance events we generated 1000 surrogate spike trains by randomly teetering the time of each spike within 10ms around its real time. For each of these surrogates we used the same idea for counting all possible intervals between neurons 8.1 and 1.2, which were repeated around the same drawing component during the same time slice. Similarly, the maximal frequency of these intervals was taken as a representative of that surrogate. In the example shown in Fig. 2 these 1000 maximal frequencies tended to be significantly smaller than 372. Their mean and their variance were used to estimate the probability of these 372 repetitions, assuming normal distribution of counts. For this drawing component and pair of neurons the mean was 350.678 and the standard deviation was 5.01, yielding a probability of 0.00001.
Is this truly so unlikely? Probably not. The counting process is most probably not distributed normally, so that assessing probability by the mean and variance may be misleading. A much more complicated issue involves finding a rare event for all 12 drawing components recorded that day. We analyzed all the 50 possible pairs of neurons on that day, all 50 possible time intervals for each pair, and for 7 different time slices around the start of each of the drawing components. Picking the rarest event out of all these possibilities should yield a highly unlikely event. Hence, we need to assess the likelihood of finding such low probabilities when multiple trials are conducted.
4) Statistical Analysis
A solution which can be used to test the null hypothesis that spike times are random within a window of width W was offered * . If this null hypothesis is true, then replacing the time of each spike by a randomly selected time within W around its true time should not affect any of the statistics extracted from the spike times. To use this idea we need to describe the entire set of relations between firing intervals and drawing by one statistic. To do so we defined a statistic based on the ten least likely relations between pairs of spikes and any of the drawing components. We termed this the relations-score. Intuitively, relations-score gets larger as the existing relations are less likely to exist by chance (see details in section 5 of the Supporting Material). For each recording day we computed a relations-score for the actual data. Then we randomly teetered all spike times within some time window W and recomputed it for the teetered data. Independent teetering was done 5000 times (for the first set of measurements) or 1000 times (for the second set), and a histogram of the relation-scores for teetered data was constructed. After each teetering all the parameters for extracting the relations-score were re-evaluated to get the highest possible value for each teetered data. Figure 3 illustrates this histogram for W=10ms. As stated above, all computations of relations-score for each teetered data were done de novo by the same process as was done for the actual data (including multiple trials of all possible drawing components, pairs of neurons, time intervals and time slices). Five thousand surrogate spike trains were independently generated by teetering spike times within 10ms. For each of these a relation-score was extracted. The distribution of these relations-score values was estimated by a histogram. The actual data had a value of 106.37 (arrow). None of the 5000 surrogate trains had a value above it. Hence the p-value for the actual data was estimated as less than 1/5000. This method was used to estimate the probability p of the relations-score value of the actual data. From this p we derived the surprise-value which was defined as the value of -log 2 (p). Figure 4 shows the surprise values for one recording session, obtained when spike times were teetered within different windows between 2ms and 8ms. Clearly, teetering within 3ms already had a significant effect on the surprise value. Thus figure 4 already indicates that the spike times of the cortical neurons are accurate within 3ms. Although we used 2ms bins for measuring the intervals in that day, note that teetering by 2ms is not pointless, due to the fact that intervals are binned only after teetering is done. Since the original data are measured at a resolution of 1ms in this case, intervals may be still damaged by teetering. Figure 4 . Surprise values for different teetering windows. Abscissa is the teetering window, ordinate is the surprise value. The horizontal line shows the surprise value for significance of 0.05. Thus, teetering within 3ms already had a significant effect.
Significant relations-score values were observed in 3 days (out of 3) for the first set of measurements and in 3 (out of 5) for the second set in this study (total of 6 significant days). For the 3 days of the first set, the smallest teetering windows producing significant results were 3ms (shown here), 6ms and 12ms. For the 3 days of the second set these windows were 0.5ms, 3ms and 4ms. Note that this represents an upper bound for the resolution. One may find that a different statistic can indicate even higher time precision. When the same procedure was repeated step by step for the neural data around randomly selected points in time (instead of time occurrences of drawing components), no significant surprise values were found (for a teetering window W of 10ms). Thus we only obtained significant time relations by relating the neural intervals to specific features in the behavior. Furthermore, no significant surprise values were found when the same procedure was repeated taking a teetered neural data instead of the original data.
5) Discussion
Numerous studies have reported precise time relations among spikes in the cortex (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . In some cases it was claimed that the results were attributed to insufficient statistics (17) (18) . In some cases the analysis was limited to precise synchrony, and in some cases no relations to behavior were possible. Our null hypothesis that spike times are not determined within W milliseconds can be easily tested by teetering. We were able to show that in the most extreme case the null hypothesis could be rejected for W=0.5ms. However, there are cellular mechanisms and experimental artefacts that may generate precise spike timing. These include: a. neurons can recover rapidly from the refractory period; b. spike intervals within a burst may repeat with high precision; c. periodic activity driven by internal pace-maker processes (not due to network oscillations); d. dead time for spike detection when recording is made through the same electrode; e. sharp on or off responses to an external stimulus with abrupt onset (or offset). By considering only intervals between spikes of units recorded with different electrodes, we avoided precise intervals that could be ascribed to a., b., c., or d. above. The continuous drawing motion does not generate abrupt time markers that might be responsible for e. Examinations of dot displays as given in figure 2 show that the involved spikes (red linelets) were isolated, not periodic, and not located at the onset of sharp changes in activity rates. Figure 2 provides further indications that the relations between the neural interval and the drawing component were not random or due to trivial artefacts. First, in both panels the firing rate is stationary. In this condition, had the red marks been random, the spike density around these dots marks should have approximated the autocorrelation function which must be symmetric. However the little troughs on both sides of the peak (relative refractoriness) are not symmetric. The difference is significant at 0.0002. Second, in dot displays showing another unlikely relations, the delays between the neuronal component and the drawing component (blue marks) were not evenly distributed between -0.4 and -0.1 seconds, as might be expected for chance relations (see the Supporting Detailed Material). One would hope to see 1 to 1 relations between precise firing intervals and drawing components. This is not found here, probably because the sparse sampling. We record from a score of neurons from a region containing hundreds of thousands. However, the relation of our findings to behavior is underscored by the fact that when random time points (rather than start of drawing components) were chosen, no significant relations scores were found. These findings, highlighting the precision of spike times in the cortex, raises three types of questions concerning their generation, the way they are read out and their use. Previous research has shown that synfire chains may produce and readout such precise timing (19) and this property may be used for the dynamic binding of components into a whole (6) . Whether the nervous system takes advantage of these features remains open to debate.
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